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on both sides, but those on our side make the deeper im-
pression. Especially is this so when members of a social
class continually meet one another and no one else, and have
every opportunity of hearing " everyone" repeat the
arguments in favour of behaving as our immediate material
interest prompts us to behave. English history offers many
examples of the monarchy standing as the people's friend
against an upper class ; partly because the crown needs
popular support against a feudal baronage. In the small
Greek states too, a king in his capacity as judge (could one
but get him to listen) would probably deal out justice. He
was rich enough not to be influenced by any ordinary bribe.
The " gift-devouring kings " in Hesiod's district of Boiotia,
on the other hand, evidently were not. That is just one
aspect of the " oppression " of people by nobles, of which,
in early Greek history, we hear so much.
Nevertheless, the aristocracies did render some service.
If they sheared the flock, they did defend it against raiders
from abroad. Indeed, whether they were wolves or sheep-
dogs, they must sometimes hardly have known themselves.
After all, the shepherd and the wolf both alike eat mutton.
And at least, under the oligarchies material civilization in
Greece did start to move forward again. It would have been
quite impossible for the whole population to rise appreciably
above the subsistence level at once. The Greek nobles were
the minority who, through the concentration of more than
their share of their country's products in then? hands, obtained
a modest surplus of wealth and chance of leisure; and
early Greek art and poetry bear witness that that wealth
and that leisure were not ignobly used.
We have still one further source of light on the Greek
society of the dark age ; namely the survivals of old ideas in
Greek law, especially in the laws that protected life and
property in the state best known to us in historic times, i.e.,
once more, Athens.
In all that follows, it must be remembered that our
evidence refers, as a rule, to the propertied classes. Much of

